Analyzing network data can provide valuable insights in many diverse fields. However, designing node-link visualizations that effectively communicate the underlying network is challenging, as for every network there are many potential unintelligible or even misleading layouts. Automated layout algorithms have helped, but frequently generate ineffective visualizations. In order to build awareness of effective node-link visualization strategies, we detail new global readability metrics on a [0,1] continuous scale for node-node overlap, edge crossing angle, angular resolution, group overlap, and visualization coverage. In addition, we define novel node-and-edge readability metrics to provide more localized identification of where improvement is needed. We describe the trade-offs inherent in optimizing individual metrics as well as recommend metric optimizations for particular tasks. Our metrics are implemented in a JavaScript A API (application programming interface) to make them widely available to designers of web-based visualization tools, who can use metrics to direct users towards poor areas of the drawing. Our prototype system using the API aims to help designers and theorists evaluate and compare their layouts.
Introduction
Network data structures have been used extensively for modeling entities and their relationships across such diverse disciplines as computer science, sociology, bioinformatics, urban planning, and archeology. Analyzing networks involves understanding the complex relationships between entities, as well as any attributes, statistics, or groupings associated with them. Node-link network visualizations are excellent for understanding the overall structure of a network and for many important path-based tasks [1] . Moreover, they are frequently used [2, 3] and the only network visualization available in common analysis tools such as NodeXL [4] , Gephi [5] , Cytoscape** [6] Pajek [7] , and GUESS [8] .
However, many existing node-link visualizations are difficult to extract meaning from because of 1) the inherent complexity of the relationships, 2) the number of items designers try to render in limited screen space, and 3) for every network, there are many potential unintelligible or even misleading visualizations. Automated layout algorithms have helped, but frequently generate ineffective visualizations even when used by expert analysts and designers. The results of applying force-directed layout algorithms can vary greatly depending on the size and topology of the network, and the layout generated is highly dependent on the algorithm used. Past work, including our own, has shown there can be vast improvements in network visualization algorithms, but it remains a challenge to automatically produce readable and meaningful visualizations.
We are interested in improving the general effectiveness of node-link visualizations. By quantifying the readability of a layout based on human perception and cognitive studies, we can guide designers, theorists, and analysts towards improvements. Past work by Purchase and Leonard [9, 10] provides definitions for several global readability metrics (also called aesthetic criteria), which measure detrimental features such as edge crossings [see Figure 1 (a)-(c)] and rate the layout as a whole. However, there are many serious readability problems that do not yet have metrics. We introduce several new global metrics to quantify known readability issues such as node-node overlap, edge crossing angle, angular resolution, group overlap, and visualization coverage. Moreover, a single value is not sufficient to direct users to problem areas of the layout, which our work addresses by introducing novel node and edge readability metrics for individual nodes and edges.
As there are trade-offs when optimizing readability metrics, we survey the related literature studying these trade-offs and the effect of specific metrics on user task performance. We also designed and implemented an interactive browser-based system and JavaScript** API (application programming interface) for helping designers evaluate their visual and algorithmic choices with respect to alternatives. In summation, this work aims to raise awareness of network visualization readability issues, and our techniques will help guide designers and theorists in creating more effective node-link visualizations.
Specifically, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
New global readability metrics to help understand different aspects of node-link visualization readability: node-node overlap, edge crossing angle, angular resolution, group overlap, and visualization coverage. Local readability metrics for individual nodes and edges to help users identify problem areas and fix them using interactive or automatic tools. JavaScript implementations of these readability metrics as a generally applicable web API. A browser-based system to help designers evaluate and compare their node-link visualization layouts, as well as help researchers study the utility of these metrics. A survey of work on readability metrics, algorithms for optimizing them, and evaluations of their effectiveness for various network analysis tasks.
Figure 1
Several examples of readability issues. Top row: Different visualizations of the same network, with the layout obscuring the topology in (a), while (b) and (c) are more understandable with less edge crossings. Middle row: We can eliminate the node-node overlap that makes the central overlapping group in (d) so difficult to understand by zooming out, increasing the spring lengths of the layout algorithm, and iterating the layout algorithm (e). This also helps us avoid node-edge overlap. Bottom row: In edge tracing tasks, such as finding the length of the shortest path between the bottom right and top left nodes in (f), increasing the edge crossing angles approaching 70 degrees (g) improves user path finding performance. This paper begins with the background of node-link visualization readability. Then, we discuss our readability metrics, including perceptual studies on their utility. We cover a browser-based system and API for comparative analysis. We conclude the paper with the limitations of our technique and mention several open avenues for research. This work is based on the initial discussions presented in [11, 12] .
Node-link visualization readability
Layout algorithms attempt to find an optimal layout of the network, often according to a set of readability metrics (RMs) or associated heuristics. Readability metrics are measures of how understandable the entire node-link visualization is, based on detrimental features such as the number of edge crossings or overlapping nodes in the drawing. Traditionally these RMs have been called aesthetic criteria (e.g., by Purchase and Leonard [9, 10] ), though several recent authors choose to describe network visualizations in terms of readability instead of aesthetics [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . We call them readability metrics because of the ambiguity implied by the word Baesthetic.[ We are not concerned as much with how visually pleasing a particular network drawing is; instead, we are interested in how well it communicates the underlying data. However, some of the most informative visualizations happen to also be the most beautiful.
There is a substantial body of work aimed at developing and, more recently, empirically verifying the correctness of a wide variety of RMs. Sugiyama's book [16] includes an excellent figure showing several simple rule-based drawing optimizations (p. 14, Figure 2 .3.1). Bennett et al. [17] later provided a summary of readability heuristics along with groundings in perceptual principles and experimental validations. Excellent overviews of readability criteria for general networks can also be found in [18] [19] [20] [21] . RMs specific for trees and UML (Unified Modeling Language) diagrams are described in [22] and [23] , respectively. The first standard and numerical definitions of many specific RMs were given by Purchase and Leonard [10] and were elaborated on by Purchase [9] who developed seven specific RM formulas. These will form the basis for much of our work.
Several layout algorithms try to directly satisfy readability metrics, such as Davidson and Harel's [24] use of simulated annealing to distribute nodes evenly, make edge-lengths uniform, minimize edge-crossings, and keep nodes from coming near edges. Huang et al. [25, 26] developed a layout to optimize angular resolution and edge crossing angles using force-directed sine and cosine forces, respectively, and the angular resolution force is also described by Huang et al. [27] . These approaches all deal with straight-line edges, which are the most common in practice, but for curved or polyline edges Didimo et al. [28] developed a layout that adds or removes bends as necessary to optimize edge crossing angles, edge crossings, and a bend-specific metric for geodesic edge tendency. Similarly, Simonetto et al. [29] introduced a post-processing algorithm which preserves edge crossing properties, prevents nodes from overlapping edges, and increases angular resolution using polyline edges.
Optimizing the layout for specific RMs can lead to much more understandable drawings. For example, Figure 1 (a)-(c) show how reducing edge crossings can lead to more straightforward representations. Optimizing for RMs has been shown to promote many common analysis tasks, though it does not guarantee the resulting drawing is understandable. The particular RMs that the layout algorithms optimize intentionally or indirectly through heuristics may not be the correct ones for the tasks users are trying to accomplish. There are often substantial trade-offs in task performance when different RMs are optimized, and can result in ineffective, unintelligible, or even misleading drawings. For example, after reducing the number of edge crossings in a large drawing, the spatial layout is oftentimes substantially distorted, and it can alter a viewer's perception of the importance and centrality of individual nodes.
Additionally, as the optimization of many RMs is NP-hard [20] , automatic techniques often produce suboptimal network drawings. The International Symposium on Graph Drawing has met annually for two decades, working to improve automated network layout algorithms and RMs, among other things, but we believe that state-of-the-art automated layout algorithms alone are insufficient to consistently produce understandable network drawings. Additional post-processing algorithms can improve the layout, but are limited in how much they can modify the layout. The layout algorithms available to end users depend on the network analysis tool being used, and post-processing techniques are rarely included and have difficulties with evolving networks.
Users can be made aware of the common problems RMs measure, or even quantitative values for RMs to optimize manually. However, current RMs only provide overall measures for the drawing, without any means for focusing user attention on the problem areas. Users are not provided with any indication of where to focus their improvements and how effective they have been. Seasoned network analysts develop an ingrained understanding of proper layout techniques and will interpret the spatial layout accordingly, but novice users are left to fend for themselves. Even expert users have difficulty applying their layout techniques to networks over a few hundred nodes. Furthermore, users may not be aware of the optimization trade-offs of particular metrics and how it affects task performance.
Specific readability metrics
Previous work primarily deals with readability metrics (RMs) for the entire node-link visualization, giving, for example, a single quantitative measure of the problems caused by edge crossings. We name such measures global readability metrics, or global RMs, and have developed several that are not included in the literature. These serve as excellent measures for how understandable the whole network visualization is, but do not provide the level of specificity needed to direct users to problem areas. To address this problem, we augment both existing and our new global RMs with novel node and edge readability metrics that describe how these individual components affect the global understanding. We call these node RMs and edge RMs for short. This is an extension of the idea of individual node and edge metrics espoused by Herman et al. [30] .
Our RMs are scaled appropriately to a continuous scale from [0,1] where 1 indicates the positive maximum of the RM. This allows us to assign network readability requirements to particular visualizations based on the content and information we want them to impart. For example, a journal may recommend 1.00 node occlusion and greater than 0.95 edge crossing to publish a node-link visualization, while having different suggestions for UML diagrams or other kinds of networks. However, there are many useful node-link visualizations that violate these limits, and they should not be eliminated based solely on the RMs. Also note that while the reverse scale would result in simpler RM formulas in many cases, we choose to use the conventional [0,1] scale keeping with the conventions set by our community [9, 31] .
In these formulas, we use a notation similar to that of Purchase [9] , where the network has n nodes and m edges, indexed using subscripts. Using a technique called bends promotion [9] , we can convert polyline edges into m 0 straight line edges and replace the bends in the edges with nodes for a total of n 0 . However, we will deal predominantly with straight-line drawings. The ith node is denoted n i 2 N or n 0 i 2 N 0 , and the ith edge is denoted e i 2 E or e 0 i 2 E 0 . In cases where division by 0 could occur in our metric calculation, we use the function below to simply return 0. divOrZeroða; bÞ ¼ a b if b 9 0 0 otherwise n Node-node overlap @ n Euclid defined a point as that which has no part. Historically, network layout algorithms were designed around these abstract networks [32] , with nodes taking up little or no space [22, 33, 34] . However, practical networks such as sociograms or UML diagrams represent nodes using text, shapes, colors, pictures, and size [32] . Classical algorithms can thus frequently result in nodes with non-zero width and height, overlapping one another in the node-link visualization as in Figure 1(d) .
This node-node overlap, also called node overplotting or occlusion, is contrary to accepted node-link visualization readability guidelines [16] , including those for trees [22] and UML diagrams [23] . Moreover, areas of the drawing with high overlap make it very difficult for the viewer to get an accurate count of the number of individual nodes in a cluster to get a sense of its scale. These problems can be reduced somewhat, but not entirely, through the use of a halo, fog, border, shadow, or 3D effects on nodes to help distinguish them from each other.
Many force-directed layout algorithms include node-node repulsive forces or equivalent constructs, including variants of the spring embedder [35] such as the popular Fruchterman-Reingold force-directed algorithm [36] and more scalable gravitational N -Body approaches such as those provided by Prefuse [37] using the Barnes-Hut force calculation algorithm [38] . However, force-directed approaches cannot usually guarantee all overlaps will be removed while the area and shape of the drawing are preserved, because they rely on overly large repulsive forces or post-processing [39] . One notable exception is an approach by Harel and Koren [40] .
There have also been many algorithms developed for removing node-node overlaps using post-processing after an initial layout algorithm. While the problem of creating a minimum-area layout adjustment is NP-complete, there are several practical algorithms. These include variants of the force-scan method [32] [33] [34] [41] [42] [43] , constrained optimization [44] [45] [46] , and force-directed approaches [47] [48] [49] . However, many of these have various problems with scaling up or preserving the network shape.
For example, the scan line approach of Dwyer et al.'s solve_VPSC [44, 45] is a quadratic programming algorithm that removes overlaps and maintains orthogonal ordering. However, the visualization can become highly skewed [39] . One option proposed by Li et al. [33] is varying the edge lengths in a standard force-directed layout. While this preserves the orthogonal ordering well, it has scaling issues and can require excessive space [39] . An alternative is the Voronoi cluster busting algorithm of Lyons et al. [49] and used by Gansner and North [47] for their layout. This algorithm iteratively forms a Voronoi diagram for the layout and moves nodes to the center of their Voronoi cells. This roughly maintains the network shape, but loses much of the layout structure and again expands to take up a lot of screen space [39] . Another interesting approach by Imamichi et al. [50] for 3D visualizations assumes labels extend from spherical nodes, models these masses with a set of spheres, and solves the sphere packing problem. This allows for arbitrary rotation and translation, but is not as suitable to 2D nodes.
One of the most effective approaches for node-node overlap removal appears to be the PRoxImity Stress Model (PRISM) algorithm of Gansner and Hu [39] , which iteratively computes node overlap along the edges of a Delaunay triangulation and adjusts those edge lengths accordingly to remove the overlap. According to Gansner and Hu's evaluations, the PRISM approach scales up well to large networks while maintaining a good tradeoff between preserving the network shape and limiting the area required by the adjusted visualization.
Despite two decades of research into algorithms for node-node overlap removal, most widely used network visualization tools fail to properly reduce node-node overlap. Examples include NodeXL [51] and Pajek [7] , two common social network analysis tools. In a recent user study [52] , the authors had to hand-tune the diagrams produced by Pajek to avoid node-node overlap. Figure 1(d) and (e) show how node-node overlap can be eliminated by zooming out and increasing default spring lengths, at the cost of decreasing perceived clustering.
Global readability metric
We are not aware of any suitable existing readability metrics for node-node overlap. We suggest a global RM @ n as the ratio of the area of the union of the node representations over their total area if drawn independently. This union is akin to flattening the node images in a photo editor and then computing the area. On a continuous scale from 0 to 1, 1 indicates that every node is uniquely distinguishable from its neighbors, and 0 indicates that all nodes in the visualization are drawn within the bounds of the largest node.
For each node n j (as we are not interested in overlap of bends promoted into nodes), we take its non-empty polygon representation or bounds (possibly including a spacing requirement) boundsðn j Þ, compute the union of all these polygons, and the area of this union a. Here, a represents the screen space that nodes occupy. We then sum the areas of each individual polygon ða max Þ. In order for the metric to have a range of [0,1], the areas a and a max must have the maximum node area a Á subtracted from it. Dividing a by a max gives us our global RM for node-node overlap @ n : a ratio of screen space occupied versus what would be occupied if the nodes were drawn disjointly. The union is the most time consuming operation, but can be done fairly quickly. Martínez et al. [53] describe an approach where for p total edges of all polygons involved and k intersections the union can be computed in Oððp þ kÞ log pÞ time. Of course, even simple union or intersection operations can be sped up using hierarchical subdivisions like quadtrees, k-d trees, R-trees, and binary space partition (BSP) trees [54] , not to mention simpler bounding polygons.
Node readability metric Similarly, our node RM @ n ðn j Þ is the proportion of the node's representation that is not obscured by other nodes. A value of 0 indicates the node occupies no unique points, while 1 indicates that it is drawn completely disjointly.
Here the regularized intersection of rectangles P and Q, denoted P \ Ã Q, is the closure of the interior of the standard intersection P \ Q. Regularization is used to remove lower-dimensional Bdangling[ components (for instance, lines in 2D drawings) [54] .
For a given node n j , we take its polygon representation or bounds (possibly including a spacing requirement) boundsðn j Þ and find the regularized intersection of it with each other overlapping node n k . Again, hierarchical subdivision allows us to much more quickly determine which nodes intersect [54] . Dividing the overlapping area aðn j Þ by the area the node would occupy disjointly a mx ðn j Þ we get the inverse of our [0,1] metric. Subtracting from one we get our node RM for node-node overlap @ n ðn j Þ.
Edge readability metric
Naturally, an edge RM @ n ðe i Þ would not be especially useful for manually improving node-node overlap; however, it may play into algorithmic improvement techniques. Also, node-node overlap is usually grouped in the literature with node-edge overlap, which is discussed in depth elsewhere [11, 12] .
Edge crossing @ c The number of edge crossings or intersections is the most widely accepted optimization criteria in the node-link visualization literature. In 1953, Moreno [55] wrote, BThe fewer the number of lines crossing, the better the sociogram.[ Edge crossing is listed as an important general RM in many books on network visualization [16, 20, 21] , as well as for automated UML diagram layout [23] . As with node-node overlap, the effect of edge crossings can be somewhat mitigated with a halo, fog, border, shadow, or 3D effects on the edges to help distinguish them from each other. Additionally tapers, curves, or gradient colors can show edge directionality. Moreover, substantial work has also been done in the design of network layout algorithms that specifically reduce the number of edge crossings, such as [24, 36, [56] [57] [58] [59] ].
Purchase's seminal RM comparison user study identified edge crossings as having the greatest impact on human understanding of general networks of the five RMs she studied [60] . This finding has been empirically validated in [61] [62] [63] . These studies focus on edge tracing tasks like finding the length of the shortest path between two nodes, though use a global count of the number of edge crossings. Ware et al. [64] suggest that the number of edge crossings along the relevant edges is more important than a global measure. Additional evidence for the importance of edge crossing comes from Körner and Albert [65] , dealing with visualizing ordered sets. Moreover, user preference studies identify minimizing edge crossings as the most important RM for UML diagrams [63, 66] as well as for node-link visualizations [67] , and when given the option of improving on an initial force-directed or random layout, users created node-link visualizations with 60% fewer edge crossings on average [68] . Körner and Albert [65] theorize that crossed lines could be salient properties that distract the user's visual system from the relationships the drawing was designed to convey.
However, Mutzel [58] suggests that allowing some edge crossings can sometimes result in more readable node-link visualizations, and recent literature points to constraining edge crossing angles being almost as effective as reducing edge crossings (see our metric for edge crossing angle). Furthermore, recent research on node-link visualizations comparing edge tracing tasks like finding groups to node importance tasks indicates that while reducing edge crossings improves edge tracing task performance and user preference, it has little effect on node importance tasks [69] [70] [71] . This was further verified in eye tracking studies [72] [73] [74] . Huang, Eades, and Hong postulate that this indicates the effects of edge crossings can vary depending on the situation. Further discussion of the cognitive load imposed by edge crossings quantified using eye tracking is in [52, 75, 76] , and as we suggested before, Figure 1(a) -(c) demonstrate how reducing edge crossings can lead to a much more understandable drawing.
Global readability metric
We take from Purchase [9] the global RM for edge crossings @ c based on c, the number of pairwise edge crossings in the drawing. As suggested, scaling by an approximate upper bound for the number of crossings in the drawing, we can produce a metric over [0, 1] .
Here, degðn 0 j Þ is the degree of node n 0 j (with bends promotion). First, we calculate c all , the number of crossings if every pair of edges intersect. Of those, we remove c impossible , the impossible intersections of edges connected to the same node in a straight-line visualization. This leaves us with c max , a (probably high) upper bound to the number of crossings in the drawing. Scaling c by c max and subtracting from 1, we obtain the global RM for edge crossings @
A discussion of various algorithms for line segment intersection reporting can be found elsewhere [54] . The ability to use precomputed results to only test the modified edges for intersections naturally depends on the choice of algorithm, although some algorithms [77] are iterative and seem particularly suited for the addition of new edges. Node readability metric Our node RM for edge crossings @ c ðn 0 j Þ is defined for any node (and bend) n 0 j based on cðn 0 j Þ, the sum of the number of crossings its connected edges have. We call these crossings caused by the node's position the node's triggered crossings. Again, we scale to a continuous metric scale of [0, 1] . This allows us to identify the nodes whose positions are the cause of many edge crossings.
Here, edgesðn 
Edge crossing angle @ ca
The impact of edge crossing angles was first discussed by Ware et al. [64] , who used a neurophysiological view of the user. Ware et al. claim rapid early-stage neural processing causes certain features to Bpop out[ to users, and that these neurons are coarsely tuned when examining angles, roughly between þ=À 30 degrees. Although they did not find the impact of edge crossing angles to be significant, they did find that another angular measure, path continuity, was. This neurophysiological view supplies an explanation for the results of [72, 73, 75, [78] [79] [80] [81] , which use eye-tracking user studies to verify that the angle of edge crossings has a significant impact on user response time for edge tracing tasks. According to Huang [73] , when users trace an edge, their eyes follow it smoothly. With the addition of a large-angle crossing, eye movement slows but remains smooth. However, small-angle crossings cause even slower movement, as well as back-and-forth eye movements around the acute crossings. Moreover, response time significantly decreases as the crossing angle tended toward 90 degrees but tended to level off and even increase beyond 70 degrees [81] . This is attributed to extra eye oscillations as well. However, as the size of the network increases creating longer searching paths, the impact of even large-angle crossings can build up and become significant [73] .
Removing edge crossings is more important than optimizing the edge crossing angle (at least in the range of 60 to 80 degrees) [78] . However, based on these results, we can easily claim that we achieve the same level of visualization effectiveness by leaving a few more edge crossings and maximizing crossing angles [79] . See Figure 1 (f) and (g) for a demonstration of how larger angle edge crossing angles promote path finding tasks. Here c p is the number of crossings on a shortest path p and pi is the angle between p and the ith crossing edge of the path.
Edge readability metric
Our edge RM for edge crossing angle @ ca ðe 0 i Þ is defined for any edge e 
Global readability metric
The global RM for edge crossing angle @ ca is based on c, the number of pairwise edge crossings in the drawing, and the edge RM crossing angle deviation sum dðe
The total deviation d is the sum of the deviation of all edges, and the maximum deviation d max is c times the ideal crossing angle # of 70 degrees [81] .
Node readability metric A node RM for edge crossing angle @ ca ðn 0 j Þ is less useful to define for manual improvement, but if useful for automated improvement it could be constructed just like the global RM using edgesðn 0 j Þ in lieu of m 0 .
Angular resolution (min) @ rm
The angular resolution (min) RM refers to the minimum angle formed by all the edges incident to an individual node. Sugiyama et al. [59] , Formann et al. [82] , and Coleman and Parker [56] dealt with this early on, and Battista et al. [20] used the minimum angle in the entire drawing as a global measure. Purchase [9] defines a minimum angle metric she called @ m , which is the inverse of the later angular resolution measure of Finkel and Tamassia [83] . Purchase [60] found the minimum angle metric had no effect on path finding tasks, but it was determined relevant for shortest path tasks in a study by Huang et al. [27] . Huang et al. [27] ranked the minimum angle in the entire drawing as more predictive of user performance than Purchase's measure; however, more than shortest path tasks need to be evaluated. For example, angular resolution was found to be important for recognizing actor status by Huang et al. [70, 71, 74] . Of course, alternatives to straight-line edges like curvilinear lines [83] can result in visualizations with perfect angular resolution but are not widely used.
Node readability metric
Inspired by Purchase's [9] minimum angle metric, we compute a node RM for angular resolution @ rm ðn 0 j Þ for a node n 0 j based on the deviation dðn 0 j Þ of the incident edge angles from the ideal minimum angle for that node # j . As the edges are ideally spread symmetrically around the node, # j is simply 360 degrees divided by the number of incident edges or degree degðn 0 j Þ. Here, j min is the minimum angle between edges incident to node n 0 j .
After subtracting dðn 
Global readability metric
Our initial global RM for angular resolution (min) @ rm is the same as Purchase's [9] minimum angle metric @ rm .
Here d is the average deviation across all nodes of adjacent incident edge angles from the ideal minimum angle for that node n 0 j . These edges can be bend-promoted.
Edge readability metric Again, an edge RM @ rm ðe 0 i Þ is not as useful for manual improvement as the angular resolution metric is more important for actor (node) status tasks. However, it could be computed from the deviation of incident edge angles between the four nearest incident edges at its source and target nodes.
Angular resolution (dev) @ rd
In our experiments, the metric for Angular Resolution (min) seems to unfairly penalize high degree nodes that have even a single small angle between incident edges. We propose an alternate set of metrics for angular resolution @ rd based on the average deviation (dev) of angles between each incident edge at a node, not merely the minimum angle of them. We have the same goal of better capturing the distribution as Huang et al. [25, 26] , who averaged the standard deviations of edge angles at each node. However, Huang et al. [27] determined that this measure was not a good predictor of at least shortest-path task performance. Further evaluation is necessary to determine whether our global RM for angular resolution (dev) @ rd is a better predictor.
Node readability metric Below is our refined formulation for an angular resolution (dev) node RM @ rd ðn 0 j Þ.
, is the ideal angle between edges incident to node n 0 j . Here we are computing the difference between the ideal angle # j and the angle between each pair of subsequent incident edges i;ðiþ1Þ . This pair angle computation is done modulo degðn 0 j Þ, so we find the angle between the first edge with the last as well. The total number of these incident edges or degree of a node is given as degðn 0 j Þ, which can include bend promoted edges. Thus, we take all of the deviation into account rather than focusing on a single close pair of edges.
Global readability metric Our global RM for angular resolution (dev) @ rd is the logical extension of the Angular Resolution (min) global RM. Here we use the refined formulation of dðn
Again, the i;ðiþ1Þ pair angle computation is done modulo degðn 0 j Þ.
Edge readability metric
Just as with the metric for Angular Resolution (min), an edge RM @ rd ðe 0 i Þ is not as useful for manual improvement but can be similarly computed.
Group overlap @ g
The algorithm listed directly below counts the number of overlaps between groups (sets) of nodes in the network and the remaining nodes. Naturally this only makes sense as a global RM. It first computes a convex hull for each group and then finds the number of nodes outside the group that overlap with the convex hull. The objective is to measure how the original layout of the group affects users' perceptions of group membership, and how alternate layouts such as those that leverage group membership [84] [85] [86] [87] improve on these perceptions.
groups ¼ set of all groups, each a set of points ðx i ; y i Þ hullCounts ¼ ½ for all g 2 groups do count ¼ 0 hull ¼ grahamScanðgÞ for all node 2 G:nodes j node 6 2 g do if intersects(hull, node) then count þ þ hullCounts.add(count) return hullCounts
We believe that convex hulls are more appropriate for this measure than alternatives such as concave hulls because (1) convex hulls more accurately model the way users perceive regions of the network, and (2) it is more efficient to find intersections between convex polygons than simple polygons [54] . Additionally, colored convex hulls are often used to show network group structure (e.g., SocialAction [88] ).
Two functions are called in the algorithm we just listed, and we assume these are defined elsewhere. The first, grahamScanðSÞ, is the Graham scan algorithm [89] for computing a convex hull of a finite set of points in Oðn log nÞ time, where n is the number of points (nodes), in this case jgj. The second, intersectsða; bÞ, computes the intersection of two convex polygons in Oðlog nÞ time, where n is the count of the nodes in a and b [54, 90] .
Let n be the number of nodes and g the number of groups. The time complexity of the algorithm that we just listed is Oðgn log nÞ, which is derived below. Here, jn j j is the number of sides of the polygon representing a particular node n j . The other uses of jsj indicate the size of the enclosed set s, e.g., jg i j is the number of nodes in the set g i . time gs is the time spent on grahamScanðSÞ for all groups and time int is the time spent on intersection calculation.
jg i j log jg i j; where g i 2 groups
As 8i; jhullðg i Þj jg i j max i ðjg i jÞ n, and as max j ðjn j jÞ is a constant for the highest degree polygon used as a node shape,
Oðgn log nÞ
Visualization coverage @ vc
The global visualization coverage or ink RM denoted @ vc is our attempt to quantify the amount of screen space used by the visual items in a visualization compared to the entire space available. It is formulated as the area occupied by all visual items divided by the area of the screen space. The objective of this metric is to measure the amount of theoretically available screen space, so as to quantify the reduction in ink presented to the user after filtering or simplification [87, 91] . It can also measure the reduction in ink by using aggregate edges (or no edges) between groups in the Group-in-a-Box layouts [84, 86, 87] . Naturally, blank space can be useful for showing clusters and relationships. In practice, this metric should be optimized only partially or with careful consideration.
Here, we use a notation of a network or graph optionally with bends promotion G 0 and a network visualization V ðG 0 Þ. Each individual node n 2 N and edge e 0 2 E 0 is indexed using subscripts (e.g., n i ; e 0 j Vwe are not concerned with extra nodes from bends promotion). For any node, edge, or visualization k, boundsðkÞ indicates a bounding shape b for that item in the visualization, and areaðbÞ denotes the area of that bounding shape.
The visualization coverage metric @ vc is defined as follows:
First, a union is computed of all the node-bounding shapes and edge bounding shapes in the visualization, including any meta-nodes and meta-edges. In order for the metric to have a range of [0,1], the areas and a max must have the maximum node or edge area a Á subtracted from it. This quantity is then divided by the total visualization area. In order to help designers integrate our metrics into as many network visualization platforms as possible, we have chosen to build a JavaScript API which can be run client or server side. Using the API, tool designers can get immediate feedback on the readability effects of their algorithmic changes. While performance in JavaScript is reduced versus traditional computational geometry tools, we believe JavaScript's increasingly widespread use for visualization by novice designers makes it an ideal language for our project. However, the dearth of efficient computational geometry libraries is problematic though new efforts like the JavaScript Topology Suite (JSTS) are catching up.
Tools for designers and theorists
In addition to an API, we provide an interactive browser-based system where designers can analyze the output of their tools. A designer can upload a GraphML file representing his or her network, its associated layout, circular node sizes, and group membership. Our system calculates any relevant metrics and displays the results to the user in a heatmap as in Figure 2 . When the user clicks one of the rows in the heatmap, the associated network is loaded in a separate individual results view ( Figure 3 and Figure 4 ).
Figure 2
Heatmap view of our browser-based readability analysis system, showing readability metrics for several networks ranging from 4 to 10,433 nodes. Users can upload their own GraphML file to be analyzed. Any of the results can be clicked to view the individual results and interactive node-link visualization, as in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . The metrics shown are edge crossing (EC), node-node overlap (NO), edge crossing angle (ECA), angular resolution (min) (AR_M), and angular resolution (dev) (AR_D).
The row of the heatmap is preserved so the user can see the overall metric results, but each global RM cell is now clickable to add node and edge RM color coding (if available). Nodes and edges with poor RM values are shown in bright red. This helps users understand the reason behind poor global RM results. Also, using this approach, users can rapidly flip between RM rankings and identify areas that would benefit from algorithmic improvements and hand-tuning of the layout.
We show an example analysis in Figure 3 , which shows a network of Twitter replies and mentions for users discussing NodeXL [51] . The dataset was also collected using NodeXL and is available from the NodeXL Graph Gallery [92] . The connected components are positioned individually using the Squarified Treemap Group-in-a-Box layout [86] , which put the main component on the left and the others on the right side in a column. Each component is laid out internally using Harel and Koren's Fast Multi-scale Layout (FMS) [93] . We can see that due to the layout and large size of nodes, there is a considerable amount of node overlap present in the main connected component. Figure 4 presents another NodeXL [51] Twitter collection, this time users discussing Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. This dataset has only one connected component, but clusters found using Clauset-Newman-Moore [94] are positioned separately using the Force-Directed Group-in-a-Box layout [84] . Again, clusters are laid out internally with FMS [93] . We see relatively poor edge crossing angles, mainly across inter-cluster edges.
Our RMs are useful for understanding the effectiveness of different network layouts, but one of our chief contributions is a set of local RMs which can be used to Figure 3 The individual results and interactive node-link visualization for a network, with color coding indicating the nodes with high node-node overlap (NO) in bright red. The metric abbreviations are described in Figure 2 . Network available at: http://nodexlgraphgallery.org/Pages/Graph.aspx?graphID=10201.
improve readability for specific nodes and edges. Using our API, the local RMs can be used within a web-based network analysis tool to help users identify problem areas of the layout using color coding and ranked lists. Moreover, the RMs and associated colors can be incrementally updated in real time as users interactively manipulate the visualization. This provides them with immediate feedback as to how they are affecting the visualization's readability, both on a global and local level. Our previous work [11, 12] describes pilot implementations of these techniques in NodeXL [51] and SocialAction [88] , two desktop network analysis tools.
Our initial feedback from designers inside IBM has been positive, and we intend to deploy this system to several internal and external teams. We expect our current implementation to be particularly beneficial for users who perform manual network layouts, such as intelligence analysts, network biologists, and designers. We intend to run evaluations to quantify the benefits and drawbacks of using RM assistance techniques for these kinds of users.
Once in widespread use, we will be able to gather feedback to help refine the interface, as well as RM results for many different types of networks which could help us refine the RM theory especially for calibrating and combining metrics (discussed below).
Limitations and future work
Additional readability metrics There are many potential RMs that clarify node-link visualizations. Each impacts how successfully the result enables user insights. We have prioritized metrics that appear most beneficial in perceptual and cognitive studies, but a full discussion of the metric space is beyond the scope of this paper. See our previous work [11, 12] for a list of many other metrics that can be considered and links to related literature.
Figure 4
The individual results and interactive node-link visualization for a network, with color coding indicating the edges with poor edge crossing angles (ECA) in bright red. The metric abbreviations are described in Figure 2 . Network with layout available at: http://nodexlgraphgallery.org/Pages/ Graph.aspx?graphID=18806.
Depending on the target use case, there may be RMs more relevant than the ones described herein which should be investigated. There is also a need for local node and edge versions of current global metrics that we did not cover as part of our work. Defining RMs for individual clusters or regions would also be helpful, especially for examining large networks. Another area of note is the idea of Ghani et al. [95] to develop dynamic network metrics for analyzing the readability of animated transitions between networks and layouts. Of course, as new metrics are developed, they should be evaluated for how they affect user task performance. User studies can also be used to help identify cases where task performance suffers despite high RM values, indicating potential RMs to develop.
Readability metric design
Our RMs are all on a [0,1] scale with higher values equating to more readable layouts. However, the meaning of a specific metric value and the ability to compare values across metrics and networks may be limited. This is partially due to the scales not always being uniform. For example, when computing the edge crossing metric @ c for a large network the upper bound for the number of edge crossings c max can dwarf the actual number of crossings.
Our RM scales are suited for manually or automatically optimizing individual RMs, as well as comparing different layouts of the same network using a RM. Still, additional calibration is required in order to allow for comparing different RMs on the same network or compare a RM across networks. This calibration will require a corpus of real-world networks, their varied layouts, and RM values, which we have begun collecting via our browser-based readability analysis system. One straightforward way of improving the RM scales with such corpus is the use of z-scores for each. Additional user studies will be required to gauge the effectiveness of these calibrations.
Combining metrics
The metrics we have developed can be aggregated in various ways to create an overall metric for a visualization. However, the challenges we face when trying to compare different RMs on the same network also affect our ability to combine the RMs effectively. Of particular interest is the technique of Huang et al. [31] for combining z-scores for each metric. Further user studies are necessary to determine which of the various RM combination techniques are appropriate.
If the available metrics are believed insufficient for capturing the overall effectiveness of the visualization a cognitive load or mental effort measure may prove effective. For this purpose, Huang et al. [96] developed a visualization efficiency metric based on response time, response accuracy, and mental effort.
Using metrics to support revision
In the future, we would like to investigate additional ways RMs can aid in network layout tasks. Our RMs and any others can be integrated into a visual taxonomy for the user, which can then be used to help users choose the metrics to combine and optimize for. Once chosen, the combined local RM can be calculated for the surrounding region as a node is dragged by the user and applied to snap the node to local RM maxima, reducing manual effort. Additionally, the RMs could be fed into a fully-automatic layout algorithm that creates optimal network layouts for a certain task. Rather than optimizing the entire network with such an algorithm, local RMs allow for targeted improvements to specific nodes and edges, perhaps based on a degree of interest measure. For example, node-node overlap may not be critical to optimize for every nodeVjust the ones with labels or a high betweenness centrality.
Conclusion
As network analysis and node-link network visualizations in general become more main-stream, it is important to provide new designers guidelines for effective visualization creation, as without them the layouts produced can be unintelligible or even misleading. By quantifying the readability of a layout we can guide designers in making improved choices and in the future feed the results into cognitive assistive design tools. Past work provides definitions for several global readability metrics on a [0,1] continuous scale, which measure detrimental features like edge crossings and rate the layout as a whole. We introduced additional global readability metrics for node-node overlap, edge crossing angle, angular resolution (dev), group overlap, and visualization coverage.
However, a single value is not sufficient to direct users to problem areas of the layout, which we address with novel node and edge readability metrics. Our metrics can be used by a user to motivate improvement of the network drawing, either by hand with color coding, through immediate feedback techniques like snap-to-local-maxima, fully-automatic improvement by feeding readability metric results back into a layout algorithm, or targeted automatic improvement. As there are trade-offs when optimizing specific readability metrics, we survey the related literature studying each of these metrics and their effect on user task performance.
Both the global and local readability metrics are implemented as part of a JavaScript API, which we are making available to tool designers to integrate within their systems, so as to help users identify problem areas in the visualization to improve. Moreover, our web-based GraphML analysis system allows for comparative evaluation of multiple layout algorithms and analysis tools. It further will enable the collection of a corpus of real-world networks, their associated layouts, and readability metric values. This work opens up several avenues of research, including the creation of additional metrics, calibration of existing metrics, ways to combine metrics, and techniques for improving layouts.
